Accountancy (MACY)
Patrick Lee Ph.D. | Patrick.Lee@utsa.edu

Advanced Manufacturing & Enterprise Engineering (MS)
Hung-Da Wan Ph.D. | Graduate.ME.Engineering@utsa.edu

Advanced Materials Engineering (MS-MatE)
Ruyan Guo Ph.D. | Graduate.EC.Engineering@utsa.edu

Anthropology (MA)
Kathryn Brown Ph.D. | Kathryn.Brown@utsa.edu

Applied Demography (MS)
Corey Sparks Ph.D. | Corey.Sparks@utsa.edu

Applied Mathematics – Industrial Mathematics (MS)
Fengxin Chen Ph.D. | Fengxin.Chen@utsa.edu

Architecture (M.Arch)
John Alexander | John.Alexander@utsa.edu

Architecture (MS)
John Alexander | John.Alexander@utsa.edu
Graduate Advisors of Record

Art History (MA)
Scott Sherer Ph.D. | Scott.Sherer@utsa.edu

Art (MFA)
Ovidio Giberga | Ovidio.Giberga@utsa.edu

Artificial Intelligence (MS)
Dhireesha Kudithipudi Ph.D. | Dhireesha.Kudithipudi@utsa.edu

B

Behavior Analysis (MS)
Leslie Neely Ph.D. | Leslie.Neely@utsa.edu

Bicultural / Bilingual Education (MA)
Howard Smith Ph.D. | Howard.Smith@utsa.edu

Biology (MS)
Valerie Sponsel Ph.D. | Valerie.Sponsel@utsa.edu

Biomedical Engineering (MS)
JingYong Ye Ph.D. | Graduate.BM.Engineering@utsa.edu

Biomedical Technology Commercialization (MS)
Teja Guda Ph.D. | Teja.Guda@utsa.edu
Graduate Advisors of Record

Master's

**Biotechnology (MS)**
Valerie Sponsel Ph.D. | Valerie.Sponsel@utsa.edu

**Business (MS)**
Daniel Davied Ph.D.| Daniel.Davied@utsa.edu

**Chemistry (MS)**
Ghezai Musie Ph.D. | Ghezai.Musie@utsa.edu

**Civil Engineering (MCE)**
Adolfo Matamoros Ph.D. | Graduate.CE.Engineering@utsa.edu

**Civil Engineering (MS)**
Adolfo Matamoros Ph.D. | Graduate.CE.Engineering@utsa.edu

**Clinical Mental Health Counseling (MS)**
Catherine Somody Ph.D. | Catherine.Somody@utsa.edu

**Communication (MA)**
James McDonald Ph.D. | James.Mcdonald@utsa.edu

**Computer Engineering (MS)**
Wei-Ming Lin Ph.D. | Graduate.EC.Engineering@utsa.edu
Graduate Advisors of Record

**Master's**

**Computer Science (MS)**
Sumit Jha Ph.D. | Sumit.Jha@utsa.edu

**Criminology & Criminal Justice (MS)**
Megan Augustyn Ph.D. | Megan.Augustyn@utsa.edu

**Curriculum & Instruction (MA)**
Bekisizwe Ndimande Ph.D. | Bekisizwe.Ndimande@utsa.edu

**Cybersecurity Science (MS)**
Murtuza Jadliwala Ph.D. | Murtuza.Jadliwala@utsa.edu

**Data Analytics (MS)**
Anthony Rios Ph.D. | Anthony.Rios@utsa.edu

**Dietetic Studies (MDS)**
Vidya Sharma |Dietetics@utsa.edu

**E**

**Early Childhood & Elementary Education (MA)**
Bekisizwe Ndimande Ph.D. | Bekisizwe.Ndimande@utsa.edu

**Economics (MA)**
Samson Alva Ph.D. | Samson.Alva@utsa.edu
Graduate Advisors of Record

Master's

**Educational Leadership (MEd)**
Juan Nino Ph.D. | Juan.Nino@utsa.edu

**Educational Psychology (MA)**
Ian Thacker Ph.D. | Ian.Thacker@utsa.edu

**Electrical Engineering (MS)**
Wei-Ming Lin Ph.D. | Graduate.EC.Engineering@utsa.edu

**English (MA)**
Kenneth Walker Ph.D. | Kenneth.Walker@utsa.edu

**Environmental Science (MS)**
Kevin Eddy Ph.D. | Kevin.Eddy@utsa.edu

**Executive MBA (EMBA)**
Albert Huang Ph.D. | Albert.Huang@utsa.edu

**Facilities Management (MS)**
Dave Riker | Dave.Riker@utsa.edu

**Finance (MS)**
Ivalina Kalcheva Ph.D. | Ivalina.Kalcheva@utsa.edu
Graduate Advisors of Record

Master's

Finance-Real Estate Concentration (MS)
Tony Ciochetti Ph.D. | Tony.Ciochetti@utsa.edu

Geography (MA)
Andrea Aleman | Andrea.Aleman@utsa.edu

Geoinformatics (MS)
Alberto Mestas-Nunez Ph.D. | Alberto.Mestas@utsa.edu

Geosciences (MS)
Judy Haschenburger Ph.D. | Judy.Haschenburger@utsa.edu

Global Affairs (MA)
Andrea Aleman | Andrea.Aleman@utsa.edu

Higher Education Administration (MEd)
Vanessa Sansone Ph.D. | Vanessa.Sansone@utsa.edu

History (MA)
Catherine Clinton Ph.D. | Catherine.Clinton@utsa.edu
Graduate Advisors of Record

Master's

I

Information Technology (MS)
Glenn Dietrich Ph.D. | Glenn.Dietrich@utsa.edu

K

Kinesiology (MS)
William Land | William.Land@utsa.edu

L

Learning, Design & Technology (MA)
Bekisizwe Ndimande Ph.D.| Bekisizwe.Ndimande@utsa.edu

Literacy Education (MA)
Bekisizwe Ndimande Ph.D.| Bekisizwe.Ndimande@utsa.edu

M

Management of Technology (MS)
Woodie Spivey Ph.D. | Woodie.Spivey@utsa.edu

Mathematics (MS)
Jose Iovino Ph.D. | Jose.Iovino@utsa.edu
Graduate Advisors of Record

Master's

Mathematics Education (MS)
Priya Prasad Ph.D. | Priya.Prasad@utsa.edu

Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Daniel Davied Ph.D. | Daniel.Davied@utsa.edu

Mechanical Engineering (MS)
Hung-Da Wan Ph.D. | Graduate.ME.Engineering@utsa.edu

Music (MM)
Drew Stephen Ph.D. | Drew.Stephen@utsa.edu

Philosophy (MA)
Joshua Thurow Ph.D. | Joshua.Thurow@utsa.edu

Physics (MS)
Liao Chen Ph.D. | Liao.Chen@utsa.edu

Political Science (MA)
Andrea Aleman | Andrea Aleman

Psychology (MS)
Alicia Swan Ph.D. | Alicia.Swan@utsa.edu

Public Administration (MPA)
Patricia Jaramillo Ph.D. | Patricia.Jaramillo@utsa.edu
Graduate Advisors of Record

Master's

S

School Counseling (MEd)
Brenda Jones Ph.D. | Brenda.Jones@utsa.edu

School Psychology (MA)
Felicia Castro-Villarreal Ph.D. | Felicia.CastroVillarreal@utsa.edu

Social Work (MSW)
Emily Perez | Emily.Ellis@utsa.edu

Special Education (MA)
Bekisizwe Ndimande | Bekisizwe.Ndimande@utsa.edu

Statistics & Data Science (MS)
Keying Ye Ph.D. | Keying.Ye@utsa.edu

T

Teaching English as a Second Language (MA)
Bedrettin Yazan Ph.D. | Bedrettin.Yazan@utsa.edu

U

Urban & Regional Planning (MS)
Greg Griffin Ph.D. | Greg.Griffin@utsa.edu